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Abstract: The paper represents a public good economy where any deviating coalition
is allowed to impose any tax-system on nonmembers. This institutional environment
shows that the core of the public good economy has been reduced though it may be
empty. Furthermore, a new core concept is introduced in the paper and its existence
and stability properties are examined. The overall conclusion is that there is a trade-ofT
between existence and stability of the core allocations for these type of economies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The core as the set of coalitionally stable allocations, emerges as a natural
equilibrium concept in cooperative games; specifically, the core consists of that set of
allocations such that no individual or group of individuals can improve their position by
formi ng an alternative coalition.

In economies with private goods only, it has been shown that under certain
assumpt ions the set of core allocations shrinks as the number of individuals increases.
However, if public goods are present in the economy, the core may expand instead of
shrinking as the number of individuals increases (Champsaur et. nl., 1975). This is due
to the fact that the usual definition of the core is itself problemati c in the presence of
public goods . For an initial allocation to be improved upon t'blocked"), a coalition
must exist such that its members, by suitable reallocation among them selves of their
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own initial resou rces, can do better for themselves by comparison with the initial
allocat ion . In the presence of a public good, the restriction to reallocations of their own
resources means that any coalit ion has to rely ent irely on its own members'
cont ribut ion towards the production of the public good. assuming that nonmembers are
free riders . Thus when a (small) coalition "blocks" a given allocation, it has to provide
itself with an amoun t of the public good equ ivalent to what is being offered by the
whole society, based on its resources.

Many have tried to modify the blocking power of coalitions to make blocking
easier for small coal it ions. modifying thus the core definition . Champsaur. Roberts and
Rosenthal (1975) define ' f iscal laws" which specify the se t of forced contribut ions which
a given coali tion can legally ext ract from its complement for use in the product ion of
public goods. Nakayama (977 ) al lowed. coalit ions to tax their complements using only
proportional taxat ion. Both studies failed to show any shrinking effect of their modified
con.'. In the present paper we consider a mod ification of the usual definition of the core
by allowing deviating coalit ions to impose any tax on thei r complements to making new
proposals concern ing product ion levels of the public com modity . However, the
complementary coa lit ions may offset the power of the deviating coalit ions by destroying
their endowments. Then we develop a new notion of a core set for this institut ional
envi ronme nt. We show that the new core is a subset of the old one and it has stronger
s ta bil ity propert ies. However. its exist en ce requires Quite st rict assumptions. i.e.
convexity on preferences. the existence of a common preferab le se t for members of the
society. etc.

T he model is presented in Section 2. Section 3 provides the basic results. and
the conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITI ONS

We conside r an economy with one private good, y . and one public good. x . The
produ ction set of the economy is characterized by a cost fun ction Ctx) which associates
with every quantity of public good the minimum cost (in terms of input of the private
good ) needed in orde r to produce x , Let N = { l. ....n I be the se t of agents (consumers)
in the public good economy. The set of all coalit ions in the economy is den oted by
n {N) ' = IS IS ~ N }. Every coalition has access to the aggregate product ion set
character ized by the cost fun ction . An agent i e N is characteri zed by his consumption
set. by his preferences on the consumption se t, which a re represented by a complete
pn-ordering and by his resources of the pr ivate good w. e RHo ' The total endowment of

the economy with respect to the private good is denoted by W := Lwj • We make the

following assumptions:

Assu m p tion 1: For each agent the preference ordering over consumption bundles

{ x ••v. ) e n:. is cont inuous and st rict ly monotonic. The preference relation is

represented by u continuous. quasi-concave and st rict ly monotonic utility fun ction

(I • . U~ --t R. i e N . which sat isfies: Vi (0. w. » U.(x .OPt .r e U...

Assumption 2: The product ion fun ction is characterized by a decreasing returns to
sca le and furthe r more the cost function C{x) is cont inuous and st rictly increasing with
C(O)=o
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We now make the following definitions:

De fin it ion 1. The set of all S -feasible al locations for any coalition S r;;. N , is denoted
by,

F (S) : = { (x, Yi )'E S I L t, C!: G(x). t, = wj - Yj ' x C!: 0, 0 SYj S w, 'r:/ i e S } ,
,, 8

where t j is the contribution of agent i to the production of the public good.

Therefore, by requiring t, S w" we are ruling out the possibility that agents are a llowed
to borrow, and the restriction t , ~O , implies that the age nts a re not subsidized to
consume the public good.

Definition 2, An allocatio n (x'Yi) e F (N ) is "individually rational" if:

A feas ible allocation is "b locked" if there is a coalition S r;;. N and an al loca tion
(X ' ,y; ) e F(S) such that : V i ( x', y;» V ,(X,Y, ) Vie S . The core, K(E) , is the set of all
individually rational al locations which are not blocked by any coalition.

We describe a particular negotiation process associated with our public good
economy. It is assumed, therefore that the agents are negotiating with respect to the
amount of the public good produced in the economy, The negotiation process takes
place as follows: an amount x of the public good is proposed to be produced; then either
all individuals agree and the amount xis produced, or there is a coalition which has an
objection against the pro posed outcome and makes a new proposit ion, say x' , This
deviating coal ition is entitl ed with the power to tax the complementary coal ition to
cover the cost associated with the amount .r" . However , to avoid expropriation or,
alternatively, to offset the increasing power of the deviating coalitions, t he
comp lementary coal it ions have the right to abandon the society or alternatively to
"des t roy" their endowments, Let us define the set: E(N ) : = {( x.Y, )I EN I t , = tJ if

w, = W j v i » j, (.r.Yj) e F(N) }. Then , a set of "destroy-free" allocations proposed by a

certain coal it ion S, may be given by:

0(S) : = I (x '.y;) e E(N )I 2:J;> 2:t, if
' ES IES

x' > .r. Lt; < Lt, if .r' < .r. V{x.Yi) e F (N ) }
' EN \S , e N 'oS

We now give some definitions associated with the above-mentioned negotiation
renegoti ation process.

Definition 3. Given an allocation X e FIN >. the proposal (S', X ' ) € n (N )x 0(S) is said

to be an "objec t ion" to X if:

Definition 4 . A proposal (S· ,X" ) E n (N) x 0(S· ) is a "counter-objection" to objection
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X ' if:

Definition 5 . An object ion is said to be "justified" if there is no counter-objection to it .

Definition 6 , The modified core MCIE ), (bargaining set, MBS{E » is t he set of all
feasible allocations fo r which there does not exist any objection (justi fied objection)
against them. That is:

AlCIE ) : = I X E F{N) 11 an objection to it ]
MBS(E ) : = I X E F {N ) 1 1 a justified objection to it} .

3. T HE MAIN RESULTS

The set of all allocations that every member of a coalition S does not prefer to
any reference allocation X, is denoted by:

The modified core is t hen given by:

M C(E )= F(N )\ U a ,<F) = n a ,(F), where a ,{F) := U a .IX) and a .<F)
Sc,N Sr;;.N X f.FINI

is the complementary set of a ,IF) , which of course is convex, open , bounded and may
be empty.

Proposition 1. MC(E )s; K(E ).

Proof: We know t hat

K(E )e. F(N )1 U D.(F),whe, eD.Wl e= U I X'E F(N 1IU,IX ), U,eX ' )'t i ES j .
Sr;. N X "FIS)

Since UD.W)S; U a .Wl then F(N )I U a. IFI S; FeN) 1 U D.Wlo' MCeE IcKIE ).
Sr;.N Sr;;.N Sr;. N Sr;;. N

Therefore Proposition 1 implies that t he modified core is always within the
usual core, which means that it is a sharper solut ion than the usual core . Next we
provide a sufficient condition for the existe nce of the modified core .

Proof: If '" NI,<X )n'" NIJ(X) '" 0 'r/ i.] E N .X E F(N ), then '" Nlj( F) n 11 NfJ{F) '" 0,
v t.t c « .
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From Hefty's theorem we obta in :

(I )

Since ~ SeT we have lir(X) CA s(X) then (1 ) implies that n li .<F)ot 0 which
Sf: n(N)

implies that MC(E).,t 0 .

The relation between the modified core and the modified bargaining set is given below.

Proposition 3 . If the modified core exists. then Me(E) : MBS(E) .

Proof: Let an allocation X e MBS(E ) \ M e(E ). Then, there exists an objection (S . X ')

against X and therefore .6. s·(X ).. 0 . There IS also, a counter-objection

(S·. X ·). S n S" "$ 0 , against X '. which implies lis( X) .,t 0. From the existe nce of the

modified core we have: lis( X )n li S' \s( X) .. " . Therefore there is an allocation

Z e F(N ) such that Z e li s us-(X) . The (S' u S". Z) is a justified objection against X,

which implies X f MBS(E), a cont radict ion.

When a coalition S forms it has to confront the following threat : its members
coordinating thei r actions with nonmembers to find a better allocation and therefore
abandoning coalition S . In t hat case we can say that coalition S lacks credibility.
However, the definition of MBS requires that the object ions be credible in the sense
that a deviating coalition has to take into account the possibility of future objections.
Therefore Proposit ion 3 implies that if the Me exists then it has strong credibility and
stability properties .

4. CONCLUSION

In the pure public goods model the usual definition of the core is inadequate
s ince small coalitions are very weak in the sense that they can not "object" to allocations
proposed by large coalitions. Thus, the usual core is "too large", containing allocations
which might not agree with one's intuitive notion of social stability. If we allow
coalitions to tax their complements. then the power of the smaller coalitions increases
so much that many allocations may be blocked such that the modified core may even be
empty. Therefore, one core definition leads to a very large core while the other one may
lead to no core at all. However, it is clear from the resul ts that the modified core has
stronger stability properties than the usual one. This implies that there is a trade-off
between stability and existence. That is, if we give power to small coalitions in
economies with pure public goods, we end up with allocations which are intuitively
appealing from a social stability point of view but their existence is questionab le.

•
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